RHYTHM: HOW CAN SOMETHING SO SIMPLE
BE SO DIFFICULT TO TEACH?
by David Newell
Bach and Before for Band
Bach and Before for Strings
Classic Christmas Carols for Band
Classic Christmas Carols for Choirs
The Simple Rhythmatician
Teaching Rhythm: New Strategies and Techniques for Success

Based on an unshakable belief that students
of all ages can confidently solve their own
rhythm problems, this clinic shares some
new, outside-the-box, visionary, classroomproven teaching strategies that teachers
can successfully implement immediately.
Being able to spend less time teaching parts
because students are able to independently
read rhythms at sight allows teachers to
spend significantly more time teaching
MUSIC, rather than notes.
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Notes

A RHYTHM LEARNING SEQUENCE
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David Newell <rhythm.newell@sbcglobal.net>

Foundational Principles

(2)
The students must be given the
time necessary to master each step
before being moved on to the next.

Introduce the new rhythmic figure by rote in phrases that are one measure in length. The use of
the voice on neutral syllables (du or tu) is highly recommended. It is important that the learners
be able to concentrate completely on the sound and feel of the new rhythm. Use the aural/oral
approach–in the ear and out the mouth. “Listen and repeat after me; my turn, your turn.” Students
who can vocalize the new rhythm with the proper style and feel have an internalized model of the
rhythm being introduced. In instrumental settings, when the learning is transferred to instruments,
it is important that the “melody” be so familiar that it requires virtually no thinking–for example,
an already thoroughly well-memorized Major Scale. The students need to concentrate just on the
sound and feel of the rhythm–not on fingerings, pitches, or written notation. The full measure of
rhythm should be played or sung on each pitch of the scale.

Step Three:
See it

With Step Three, it is time to show the learners for the first time what the new rhythm looks like.
The goal is for the teacher to be able to say to the students, “This is the look of that rhythm you
can already do!” If the sequence has been followed properly to this point, the learners are able
to concentrate on only one thing–what something that they do very well looks like. Measures of
rhythm are best displayed on flashcards rather than the chalkboard, and they should initially be
played or sung on a single pitch before being performed on a scale, one measure per pitch. Master
this flashcard/chalkboard step before moving on.

Step Four:
Test it

Upon mastery of Step One, the new rhythm needs to be presented with the teacher’s preferred
counting names (“1-e-&-a” or “Mis-sis-sip-pi” or “Ti-ri-ti-ri”). Do not move ahead to Step Three
in the sequence until students can flawlessly associate the teacher’s presentation of the rhythm on
syllables with the appropriate counting names, as in the following example:
4neutral
q
q
q q q q q Teacher intones: Du Du Du-du-du-du Du. Students respond: 1 2 3-e-&-a 4.
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If Steps One, Two, and Three in the sequence have been successfully mastered, the learners ought
to now be able to generalize the rhythm to new situations, such as published etudes or songs which
include the rhythmic figure that is being studied. The learners should be able to visually recognize
the new rhythm (Step Three), call it by name–in other words, count it (Step Two) and perform it in
an appropriate musical style (Step One). This fourth step, therefore, serves as an evaluation tool,
allowing teachers to assess whether or not the learners are able to move from the known to the
unknown as independent learners. If not, reteaching of the previous steps is required.

Step Five:
Understand it

Step Two:
Count it

Step One:
Perform it

(1)
The students must be given the
luxury of being able to concentrate
on only one thing at a time.

In order for complete mastery to occur, the learners must at some point have a thorough, cognitive
understanding of the theory of the new rhythm. It should be noted that in the case of very
complex new learnings, this theoretical mastery might take a long time to achieve. Small, relevant
explanations of theoretical content can be presented again and again in increasingly complex terms
until full mastery is attained. In all cases, however, it needs to be remembered that theoretical
explanations must always reflect the learners’ experiences–never precede them.
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Summary Statements of Sequence Steps One through Four
Step One: Perform It

One of the most important things for us to understand is that our students need to have
considerable experience with new rhythms before they are ever asked to look at them in
print. New rhythmic figures must be introduced by sound rather than by sight. Before
they can relate meaningfully to the look of a new rhythm, students must already be able to
musically perform it. They must be able to associate the rhythm’s look with a sound that is
already a part of their rhythmic repertoire. This experiential groundwork for the subsequent
introduction of the printed symbols must be laid well in advance of the time that students
are first asked to look at a new rhythm. Successful rhythm teaching requires planning. The
first words out of our mouths when introducing students to new rhythmic figures ought to
be “Listen!” – not “Look!”
Step Two: Count It
Associating counting words with the sound of a new rhythmic figure associates a specific
name with a new sound experience. This is a very important step in the process. Just as a
computer file needs to be saved with a name attached so that it can be located and isolated
and worked with in the future, new rhythm sounds must also be saved as named files in
the brain. The best names are counting names rather than note names such as eighth or
sixteenth, and so forth.
Step Three: See It
When students are first shown the abstract musical symbols that represent a rhythmic
sound, those symbols must have an immediate, direct, concrete connection with something
that the students have already mastered. Students need to be able to say to themselves,
“That is the look of something I can already do.” One of our biggest mistakes is expecting
students to understand notation that represents sounds that students have not yet made.
When we do that, the printed symbols make absolutely no sense to them. They start the
learning process confused rather than confident.
Step Four: Test It
If the students have mastered the previous three steps, they ought to now be able to
sight-read their “new” rhythm in a method book or in a piece of literature. This fourth
step in the sequence serves as an effective assessment tool, allowing teachers to determine
if any reteaching is required. Students who successfully read rhythms at sight develop a
tremendous sense of rhythmic self-esteem – music education’s most profound motivator.
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Step Five: Understand It
A New Look at an Old System
Much of what we tell our students as we endeavor to get them to understand rhythm
doesn’t really make much sense. We try to convince our students that rhythm is simple
and logical, but much of what we are telling them is based on illogical assumptions. It is
little wonder that they don’t understand it. This illogical foundation has been passed down
through the generations of musicians for centuries. It would behoove all of us to step back
and take a fresh, new look at the system of rhythmic notation from its very beginnings. All
of us need to be challenged to question our own personal understanding of rhythm. This
examination will absolutely require an open mind. A blank rhythmic slate upon which
new and seemingly controversial ideas can be written could very well result in dramatic
changes in the way our students understand rhythm.
The Founding Principle of Rhythmic Notation
A Simple Algebraic Formula
4/4 is NOT music’s default time signature and, therefore, the whole note is not
automatically four counts. If the whole note does not equal four, what is its value? The
answer is disarmingly simple.

w =
h =
q =
e=
x=

x
1/ x
2
1/4 x
1/ x
8
1/ x
16

Music’s x, just like algebra’s x, is a variable. It is not a constant. Yes, x is often 4, but it
is very often 2 (cut time), and 8 (simple 8/8), and so forth. To allow our students to believe
that whole notes are 4, half notes are 2, and quarter notes are 1 count – no exceptions –
makes it very difficult for them to grasp the underlying theory that is the basis of rhythmic
notation.
Students must experience music’s algebraic formula.
It cannot be learned by lecture.
Students learn what they do!
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Examples of Unison Etudes and Songs
Variable Count Whole Notes

Instructions: Although you are probably most familiar with four-count whole notes, much
music is written in which whole notes do not get four counts. To introduce you to this kind
of music, we are going to have some fun. In the exercises that follow, look inside the big
whole note to see how many counts to give the notes in each exercise.

The Half Note Lesson
One of the Most Important
The theoretical study of the half note is perhaps the most important of all. Students play
half notes, but they are given only the value of the whole note! They must determine for
themselves the value of the half note. Students come to understand that everything about
half notes is logical and simple and makes sense. Students begin to develop a good attitude
about rhythm, because they realize that they can easily figure things out for themselves.
They don’t need their teacher’s help. It is here, with the half note, that they begin their
individual journeys toward rhythmic independence.

Examples of Unison Etudes and Songs
Half Notes
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Instructions: Most of the notes in the following exercises are half notes.
You will be given only the number of counts whole notes are worth.
It is your job to figure out how long the half notes need to be.

At this point in the process, students actually have an understanding of the basic structure
of cut time. It just hasn’t been pointed out to them yet. Cut time occurs when the whole
notes are two. How simple! And most importantly, the students have done their own
thinking. Their teacher has not told them the value of any note other than the whole note.
Rhythm facts have become their job, not their teacher’s. What a refreshing change!
To even the youngest of students, everything about the system of rhythmic notation is
simple, logical, and makes complete sense. When whole notes are six, half notes are three.
When whole notes are four, half notes are two. When whole notes are two, half notes are
one. Through performance, without ever hearing the word algebra, they have gained a
complete understanding of the system as it was designed. The whole note x is a variable,
and when it changes value, all notes change value.
The Whole Note System
Absolutely everything about our system of rhythmic notation is derived from and
dependent upon the whole note. As the whole note goes, so goes the system.
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(1)

The whole note is the genesis of all of the note symbols themselves. Not all notes
have stems, or are filled in, or have flags or beams, but all of the basic notes retain the
original oval shape of the whole note from which they descended. “In the beginning
was the whole note....”
(2) All note names are derived from their relationship to the whole note. Students can
be shown that, when the notes are referred to by their “full names,” the individual
members of the family of notes all have the same last name.
--------------half of a whole note
			
----------quarter of a whole note
			
-----------eighth of a whole note
			
------- sixteenth of a whole note
(3) All note values in simple time signatures are absolutely dependent upon the value
of the whole note.
Solving for X
Students need an easy, practical way to determine whole note values on their own.
Instead of being told the values by their teacher or seeing them spelled out as they have
been in the songs and etudes in this handout, they can simply read the bottom numbers of
time signatures. The bottom numbers of simple time signatures indicate the value of
the whole note. Once that value is known, students simply think:
Whole, Half, Quarter, Eighth, Sixteenth
For example, in simple 12/8 time: 8
4
2
1
½
All note values are determined by the value of the whole note. Each new note value is
one-half the value of the one before it in the sequence of notes.
*A study involving 172 students in grades four through seven determined that students
understood this new definition to a significantly higher degree than did those who were
taught the traditional meaning of the bottom numbers of simple time signatures. Post-test
results: 52% perfect papers compared to 7% for the traditional group.
The materials in this handout are excerpted from David Newell’s two books that deal with rhythm education:
(1) The excerpts that include notation are from The Simple Rhythmatician (Kjos Ed. W38),
a unison rhythm theory book that students play *(172 Students Study, Kjos Ed. W38F, pages 118-120), and
(2) Teaching Rhythm: New Strategies and Techniques for Success (Kjos Ed. W54),
a textbook that encourages teachers to take a new look at the teaching of rhythm; includes
chapters on counting systems, compound and irregular meters *(172 Students Study, pages 106-110).
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